Parkinson disease is one of the many diseases that are collectively known as movement disorders. We know that deficiency of dopamine is one of the major cause of Parkinson disease. Dopamine is produced in the area of brain called substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). Parkinson disease leads to the death of SNc neurons that produce dopamine [7, 31].
network [7, 93] . To observe the behavior of activity patterns in subthalamic nucleus and globus pallidus external (STN-GPe) network in healthy primate and Parkinson disease condition, improved mathematical model discussed in chapter 3 by equation (3.10) has been considered [1] . Analysis and simulation work of STN-GPe network is performed using using ODE45 in MATLAB 7.14 (i7 Intel processor, 4GB RAM machine) for time period from 0 to 250 ms for calcium and from 0 to 500 ms for the other parameters under observation. The objective of this analysis is to provide insights into major causes for sensitivity of the model in Parkinson disease. Therefore, in this work the activity patterns generated in subthalamic nucleus model, in healthy primate and Parkinson disease condition, has been analyzed, to explore the dynamics of the STN-GPe loop subjected to various ions. This analysis of electrophysiological properties compares the spiking patterns generated in healthy primate and in Parkinson disease condition, and a distinction is made between the two types. Comparison between discharge patterns in healthy primate and Parkinson disease condition is performed by computing correlation coefficient (CCF) between these two. Correlation coefficient (CCF) is measure of similarity of two series as a function of the lag of one relative to the other.
Analysis of electrophysiological properties
This section presents the analysis of the electrophysiological properties of the STN-GPe neurons within the subthalamic neuron, which is is an oval-shaped small nucleus, that receives inhibitory and excitatory inputs from other neurons within basal ganglia as shown in Figure 3 .1 [7] . In this study, subthalamic nucleus and globus pallidus external has been considered as single neuron and also that subthalamic nucleus received input directly from cortex in hyper-direct pathway. Different studies [78, 45] reveals that electrophysiological experiments results may differ from case to case.
Computation of correlation coefficient is described below: Here subthalamic nucleus in healthy primate is termed as STNH and in Parkinson disease condition is termed as STNP. The CCF k between ST N H t and ST N P t+k is called the k th order cross correlation of ST N H and ST N P . The sample estimate of this correlation coefficient, called CCF k , is calculated using the formula, where k (Lag) is considered to be zero. Most of our results are for k = 0 and are denoted by CCF unless mentioned otherwise in (4.1). This equation is derived by taking the reference from http://paulbourke.net/miscellaneous/correlate.
To analyze and quantify the sensitivity of subthalamic nucleus model, the comparison between healthy primate (STNH) and Parkinson disease condition (STNP) has been performed for various ionic and synaptic currents. To investigate the model assumptions about physiological properties and connectivity patterns that lead to the best explanation of (i.e. closest fit to) our electrophysiological data, I studied different activity patterns generated by the mathematical descriptions presented above. All the discharge patterns were generated using (3.10). The simulations are run for 250ms and 500ms respectively. 
Sensitivity analysis for feedback membrane potential
In this sub-section, I have studied the effects on STN-GPe model by varying feedback membrane potential V f s . The strength of feedback mechanism between STN-GPe loop become stronger with increase in V f s . It has been found experimentally that STN-GPe feedback mechanism is affected by dopamine deficiency. The question now is the dopamine deficiency which leads to disruption of feedback mechanism has on the activity patterns of subthalamic nucleus. In our model the strength of the feedback is modeled through feedback potential V f s . As V f s decreases (increases) the feedback decreases (increases).
Our study shows that variation of V f s has negligible effect on the activity patterns. This has been shown in to the best explanation of (i.e. closest fit to) our in vivo electrophysiological data, I studied different spiking patterns generated by the mathematical descriptions presented above and describes the firing behavior and effect of calcium membrane potential V Ca on STN-GPe model between V Ca = 90mV to 350mV . All the other values are kept same as mentioned in Table 3 .2. Initial value of V Ca was 140mV for both the cases i.e. STN and STNP. Discharge patterns and spiking trend is displayed in Figure 3 Results are also simulated for sodium and potassium ionic currents, which is described in the section given below.
Analysis of firing patterns for sodium membrane potential
In order to further study the behavior of model, I have fixed other parameters as in [1] and checked the sensitivity with respect to sodium membrane potential V N a . This is another important parameter after the calcium potential which needs to be observed in Parkinson disease. Initial value of V N a was 55mV for both the cases i.e. healthy primate and Parkinson disease condition. In order to check the sensitivity of Parkinson disease patterns with respect to V N a , I have increased it in the range from 50mV to 95mV and seen the trend of spiking. 
Summary
The inter-connection between STN-GPe neuron is strong and it is found that they are not engaged in rhythmic activity all the time. The activity patterns generated inside subthalamic neuron with synaptic input from GPe neuron in healthy primate and Parkinson condition, have been investigated in search of finding the parameters which alter the dynamics in Parkinson disease condition. I compared the discharge patterns by analyzing the sensitivity in subthalamic nucleus model due to applied current, pre-synaptic membrane potential, feedback synaptic potential, calcium membrane potential, sodium membrane potential and potassium membrane potential. The results in the above study shows that STN-GPe model in Parkinson condition is sensitive to various parameters, but the model seems highly sensitive to calcium current. Results reveal the importance of observing the calcium potential closely in order to identify the cause to this disease. Firing behavior is also studied for calcium, sodium and potassium ionic currents to further analyze the model for one parameter at a time. But the study does not account if I change two or more parameters simultaneously. Hence it needs to be observed how the correlation patterns varies with variation in all the reported parameters. These results can further be used to study the effect of calcium membrane potential on the model with respect to other intrinsic parameters like synaptic conductance and incorporating sodium, potassium and also the time to observe the results of the study.
